Managing Performance, Efficiency & Compaction
How do you manage tractor performance, efficiency and compaction?

Do you know if your current tractor setup is the best for the work you are performing?

We have all heard for years that proper tractor ballast and tire pressures are critical to a tractor’s field
performance and efficiency. We wanted to validate how critical adjustments to ballast and tire pressure can
be to a tractor’s performance and efficiency… and the health of your crop in the field.
Recently a team of dedicated Horizon Equipment Optimization Specialists conducted some in-field testing
around tractor ballast and tire pressure for a given operation.
A few pounds of ballast here and there or a couple of pounds of tire pressure can quickly determine how
successful your tractor setup will perform, your operational cost and the impact on your crop during the
growing season.

Effects of too little Ballast :






Excessive wheel spin or slip
Loss of power transfer
Excess tire wear (slippage wear)
Fuel waste
Lower productivity

Effects of too much Ballast :







Soil compaction (loss of potential yield)
Power loss
Increased load
Fuel waste
Lower productivity
Excess tire wear or failure

Breaking Down the Ballasting Targets
1. Total Weight (lbs per PTO-h.p.)
 Determined by light, medium or heavy draft load (drawbar pull) and desired field speed
 Faster and lighter loads need less ballast
 Slower and heavier loads need more ballast

2. Weight Split : Front/Rear




Front-to-rear weight split is CRITICAL in managing efficient power transfer, avoiding “power hop” and
extending tractor durability
The draft load determines the targeted weight split
Note that a standard MFD vs. ILS (Independent Link Suspension) axle changes the required weight split,
depending on draft load

Tire Pressure Effects :







Excessive wheel spin or slip
Loss of power transfer
Excess tire wear (slippage wear)
Fuel waste
Lower productivity
Soil compaction (loss of yield potential)

Effects of too low tire psi :


Excess tire wear or failure

Adjusting Tire Pressures

Temperature Changes Impact Tire Pressure.
Keep in mind that for every 10 degrees of temperature change, tire pressure will move one degree.
Example :

One early April morning, when the ambient air temperature is 40 degrees, you set tires at the
optimal 10 psi we have recommended.
In May, when the temperature is 70 degrees, your tires are now carrying 13 psi and you are
operating on a footprint that has been reduced by 30%. Less efficiency...More compaction.

Sometimes a “larger” tire is chosen in the interest of reducing compaction. Unfortunately, if the tire is too
large for the machine it is mounted on, the weight of the machine may not be sufficient, or the tire pressure
may not be dropped low enough to “load” the tire down to its designed flat plate. In these cases, a “smaller”
tire can develop more flat plate than a “larger” tire. We look at axle loads and tire pressure/load charts to
determine the best fit for your machine. Those numbers can make a big impact. Let us help you!

Same Size… Huge Difference
-

480/80R50 In. 159A8 R1W
480/80R50 In. 159B R1W
If 480/80R50 166A8 R1W

- In Base Price
- $1,020.00 option cost
- $3,436.00 option cost

Allow us to explain the differences and how they will impact your operation.

If your tractor power is matched to the demand of the load it is pulling... (not too big, not too small)
If your tractor is properly ballasted...
If your tire pressures are properly selected and properly set...
If you are developing medium to heavy draft loads...

Managing Slip via Tire Pressure and PSI
-

-

Under medium to heavy loads, wheel slip should normally be in a range between 8-10% for
optimum power delivery at 5-6 mph field speeds. (Light loads such as high speed or low draft do
not apply.)
At field speeds (5.0 to 6.0 mph) and while developing a medium/heavy draft loads, 8-10% slip is
more efficient than 0% (Zero) slip. HARD TO UNDERSTAND - BUT TRUE
Maximum power and efficiency is available in a “Sweet Spot”...right between rolling resistance and
wheel slippage

Review of Tractor Ballast/Tire Optimization
There is a lot to discuss here, and much for you to gain.
An investment of a few minutes, discussing ballast and tires can drastically change your bottom line.
From chore/utility tractors...to 600 hp track tractors, we can help you.
Please contact your Horizon Equipment team to bring you more value from your investment.

